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WHAT IS THIS PAPER ABOUT?

Analysis of households’ direct ownership of stocks

I Fact: many U.S. households hold stocks directly

I Unless they end up holding the market — and hence avoid the fee of the
corresponding index fund — why would they like to do that?

I Proposal: HHs believe that they can predict stock returns, at the expense
of a research cost

I Relation to literature on investor confidence and optimal portfolio choice



WHAT THE PAPER DOES

I Documents facts about HHs direct stock ownership in the SCF:

I How direct ownership of stocks varies with wealth

I How share of stocks as % of total equity varies with # of stocks

I Writes down a portfolio choice model with costly endogenous research
about expected returns

I qi governs per stock research cost

I αi governs investor belief relative to market (σ2
α,i beta-distributed)

I “Outside option”: risk-free bond and broad stock market index

I Estimates parameter values for cross-sect. distributions of costs and beliefs



OVERALL IMPRESSION AND WHAT I WILL DISCUSS

My impression

I A very good paper!

I Addresses an important question with a novel model

I Complete: includes fact documentation, model and estimation (!)

I will:

1. Re-state the very nice intuition from the model

2. Propose some robustness checks on the regressions and the calibration

3. Propose another paper, using essentially the same model
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MODEL INTUITION (1)

I The number of stocks is increasing in research

I The more you can learn from research, the more stocks are rejected

Figure 1: Expected Number of Stocks Held Given �2
↵,i
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Student Version of MATLAB

Figure 1 shows the expected number of individual stocks held at each level of research for different values
of �2

↵,i. The figure was created using 7,500 simulations for each level of research. Recall V ��2 = �2
↵,i +�2

",i

is the non-market variance of individual stock returns.

households with a larger �2
↵,i expect to find ↵̂i,j > 1 with the same frequency, but expect

each ↵̂i,j > 1 to be larger on average. This makes it more likely that the household will

find a few stocks with sufficiently large ↵̂i,j values to justify holding only those few large-

alpha stocks in their investment portfolios. In fact, if the household believes it has found

a stock with a sufficiently large ↵̂i,j , it will invest its entire equity portfolio in that stock

alone. Additionally, at higher levels of research, it becomes increasingly unlikely that the

household will find an ↵̂i,j large enough to warrant a reduction in the positions of any

other held stocks.

Further, as the predictable variance �2
↵,i increases, the unpredictable variance �2

",i de-

creases (equation (5)). This simultaneously increases the expected log return on each

stock and decreases the idiosyncratic variance of each stock. The decrease in the idiosyn-

cratic variance reduces the value of diversification in the household’s individual stock
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⇒ Over confidence is closely tied to perceived research value



MODEL INTUITION (2)
I Even a small research value (small σ2

α,i ) produces a lot of direct ownership

Figure 2: Fraction of Equity Allocated to Individual Stocks for Different Values of �2
↵,i
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Figure 2 shows the proportion of the household’s total equity portfolio allocated to individual stocks as a
function of �2

↵,i for four different values of research costs and wealth. The figure was created using 5,000
simulations for each level of research z 2 {1, 2, ...250}. The red-solid line corresponds to a research cost of
$25 per stock, the blue-dashed line corresponds to a research cost of $100 per stock, the green-dotted line
corresponds to a research cost of $250 per stock, and the black-dash-dotted line corresponds to a research
cost of $500 per stock. While Figure 2 includes only four distinct values of research costs and wealth, the
monotonic relationship between beliefs and the allocation to individual stocks remains regardless of the
values of wealth and research costs.

the optimal equity portfolio away from diversified equity and towards individual stocks.

For sufficiently large values of �2
↵,i, the entire equity portfolio will likely comprise only

individual stocks. Figure 2 shows the relationship between beliefs about stock return

predictability and the fraction of equity allocated to individual stocks, conditional on re-
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MODEL INTUITION (2)
I Even a small research value (small σ2

α,i ) produces a lot of direct ownership



REMARK 1: CHOICE OF REGRESSION SPECIFICATION

I Regressions do not include intercept

I Makes me nervous about which of our “standard” regression properties
and metrics that remain valid and which ones that do not (even R2)

I Flexible functional forms for financial wealth (e.g., dummy variables or
splines) together with intercept seems like a better choice



REMARK 2: CHOICE OF KEY PARAMETER VALUES

A wish list of robustness checks

I γ = 6:

I Leads to a higher estimated value of research, e.g. σ2
α ↑?

I Cross-correlation among stocks (instead of iid assumption in calibration):

I Reduces incremental value of research ⇒ reduces cost ⇒ σ2
α ↓?

I Relatedly, results for different magnitudes of idiosyncr. variance (σ2
α + σ2

ε ):

I Current volatility of
√

0.033 = 0.182 seems about right, but would be
interesting to use CAPM / asset pricing estimates

I Also interesting to see how sensitive the model results are to the assumption



PROPOSAL FOR ANOTHER PAPER USING THE SAME MODEL

I If the perceived research value is in the order of magnitude of an
over-performing mutual fund, then why do HHs not search for skilled fund
managers instead?

I We have some stylised facts on some mutual funds delivering some
persistent returns (suggests trivial research process)

I Provides better diversification than direct stock ownership at (possibly) the
same rate of return

I Proposal: analysis of costly stock research and costly fund research

I Trade-off

I How do HHs perceive the relative gains?

I To rationalise stock ownership, need there be “joy” of doing stock research?

I Household level data with security-level holdings:

I Within HH distributions of portfolio weights (e.g. biggest stock weight,
biggest mutual fund weight)

I Relative magnitude of idiosyncratic variance stemming from stocks (big)
and from mutual funds (small)

I Data: Vestman (2013), Koijen, Van Nieuwerburgh and Vestman (2013)


